
Tenses assessment  

LI: use tenses consistently in our writing  

 

1. Rewrite this passage of text in the past tense: 

 You run across the road, but a car comes by and nearly knocks you 

down. You race to the corner of the street, then leap over a small, 

green hedge. You see your friend, Billy. He darts towards you, then 

you both run towards me. I join in, and I tear along the road next to 

you. All three of us reach Billy’s house and speed up the path to his 

front door. We arrive at the door, then ring the doorbell. Billy’s mum 

answers, then lets us in for a drink of orange squash.   

  

  

2. Rewrite this passage of text in the present tense: 

 

We will eat a sumptuous feast, which will include sandwiches, cake 

and fruit. It will be delicious, not only because it will contain all the 

foods I will like, but because I will be so hungry before I sit down to 

dine.  

  

  

3. Rewrite this passage of text in the future tense: 

  

The dragon walked through the dark, deserted forest, alone except 

for its magic collar. It trudged along the winding path, then listened 

out for pecking noises – it felt hungry, and just fancied a 

woodpecker or two for its dinner. Finally, the red beast plodded out 



of the woodland, and stepped into the bright sunshine. It stopped 

short of the village as it did not know whether or not it would be 

welcome. 

 

4. Rewrite this passage of text in the past tense:  

 

We are making pictures out of leaves and twigs, which pupils are 

bringing in from home. Peter is cutting out pictures of woodland 

animals from the old magazines that parents donate. Emma uses 

crêpe paper to form a bark-like appearance on an old cardboard tube 

– it looks like an oak tree. Mrs Thomson praises their efforts and 

gives them both a sticker.   

 

 

Self assess your learning  

Tick the end box, highlight or draw into your jotter how you feel about this 

piece of work. 

☺ 
I can do this! I’m ready to move on. 

  

 
I’m almost there. I might need a bit of extra help 

or practice. 

  

 
I don’t understand. I need more work on this. 

  

 


